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2019

DOC xPress Version 2019.3.1 [July 3, 2019]

New Features

Feature 44099: Collect Sensitivity Classification information from SQL Server

2019

Feature 51713:  2019 support for providers

Feature 52389:  2019 support for DOCX (ScriptDom upgrade)

Feature 53395:  Limit DOC xPress & S1 Doc to a specified number of targets

Fixes

Fix 43536:  Snapshot hangs without error or warning if SQL Login doesn't have

'view definition'

Fix 46625:  Link arrows disappear when using certain configurations of lineage

analysis

Fix 46643:  Dependency scanning fails on SSAS Commands in Job Steps

Fix 46655:  Snapshot error on SSRS 2012 - Native 'Failed while reading carbon

objects'

Fix 46659:  SoapException error during snapshot of SSRS

Fix 51043:  Within SQL Server Provider, switching from SQL Authentication to

Windows Authentication doesn't save

Fix 51662:  Lineage Links can become invisible when extending single node

Fix 51732:  Document generation error if SQL Server column is included in

output type

Fix 52082:  Snapshot error on SSAS Tabular - An item with the same key has

already been added

Fix 52155:  Enabling Initial Only can cause Lineage Analysis links to disappear



Version 2019.1.1 [February 4, 2019]

New Features

New 46765: Include extended support for Azure Analysis Services Structured

Data Sources

New 47159: Markdown Document Generation

Fixes

Fix 46660: Clean up snapshot loop within SSAS Tabular Model for extracting

Column Permissions

Fix 47941: SSAS Dependency Scanning fails with "An item with the same key has

already been added" error

Fix 44188: SSAS documentation for 'Granularity Attribute' on Measure Groups is

sometimes inaccurate

2018

Version 2018.5.1 [December 4, 2018]

New Features

New 42565: Power BI Provider

Include the ability to snapshot and document Power BI Packages (*.pbix)

and Azure Power BI Workspaces

Includes Lineage Analysis for Power BI connections to SQL Server objects

Shows lineage for external sources used by Power BI Reports 

New 42775: Power BI Report Server Provider

Include the ability to snapshot and document on-premises Power BI Report

Servers

Lineage Analysis for Power BI Report Server connections to SQL Server

objects

Additional functionality when connecting to and generating snapshots for



SSRS 2017 Native Report Servers. Moving forward, we recommend using

the Power BI Report Server provider for all SSRS 2017 Native Report Server

documentation.

New 42778: Improved performance surrounding Lineage Analysis diagram

generation

New 45175: Selecting a child of a solution item should enable comparison from

that point

New 44463: LicenseManager now uses verb based command line format

Fixes

Fix 42406: Queries with repeated inserts to the same column can cause

dependency scanning to take a very long time

Fix 42420: Doc xPress Lineage Analysis - Workbench becomes unresponsive with

'Collapse by SQL Server' in large solution

Fix 43533: SoapException error during snapshot of SSRS

Fix 43835: Snapshot error for SSRS Native Web Service with Visual Studio 2017

PRO

Fix 44188: SSAS documentation for 'Granularity Attribute' on Measure Groups is

sometimes inaccurate

Fix 44208: 'Hide this item for this session' doesn't function as intended

Fix 45760: System Dashboard throws System.ArgumentException: A route

named 'TestCoverageReportsForObjectPaths' could not be found in the route

collection.

Fix 42906: Workbench Server installer throws "Pragmatic Works Software

Group Policy Manager has stopped working" error

Version 2018.2.3 [April 27, 2018]

 Important:  The 2018.2.3 release for DOC xPress will be the last supported

release for SQL Server 2008 and 2008 R2.            



Updated Features

Update 16264: Help documentation now includes documentation for Excel

Provider

Fixes

Fix 17010: DOC xPress crashes when taking a snapshot of a Tabular 1400

Compatibility Level database containing Shared Expressions

Fix 17039: SSRS 2017 is not recognized by DOC xPress

Fix 16339: Workbench Update Advisor shows 'Updated software is available' on

latest version

Version 2018.1.4 [February 8, 2018]

New Features

New 13513: Clarified data lineage and object dependency display in lineage

New 15613: SQL Provider can now document Azure SQL instances using Azure

Active Directory authentication

Updated Features

Update 13475: Help documentation now better reflects software requirements

for SSRS

Update 14601: SQL Provider's Azure source option now supports specifying the

database to connect to

Fixes

Fix 12479: Lineage Graph never displays anything after previously running a

trace and switching solutions

Fix 12575: Internet Explorer does not format extended unicode characters

correctly

Fix 13497: Business Analyst template shows technical items, not business items



Fix 14010: Certain packages can produce 'This type has a ComVisible(false)

parent in its hierarchy' during snapshot

Fix 14657: SSIS annotations do not retain formatting in generated

documentation

Fix 15130: DOC xPress lineage searches instantly when typing a search term

2017

Version 2017.4.7 [November 27, 2017]

New Features

New 9156: Added improvements to filtering functionality

Shift-click to multi-select objects

Spacebar can be used to toggle filtering a single object

Shift + Spacebar can be used to toggle filtering multiple objects

New 11082: Shared Data Sources and Shared Datasets are now able to be

filtered out when choosing which items to include and exclude

New 11682: SSIS Provider now extracts SSIS Catalog configuration values for

Connection Managers and Project / Package Parameters

New 13101: SSIS Provider's snapshot filtering now includes Catalog

Environments

Updated Features

Update 4095: Clarify Lineage and Impact Detail tables within documentation

Renamed "Lineage Details" and "Impact Details" tables to "Dependencies"

and "Data Lineage"

"Dependencies" table includes inbound and outbound object

dependencies

"Data Lineage" table include inbound and outbound the flow of data

Update 13015: Improved error handling while scanning SQL Agent Jobs

containing Analysis Services Command steps



Update 11979: Online help documentation now includes a rolling list of release

notes that include all product release notes within a single file

Update 10376: For better clarification, Licensing Registry and Deactivation

buttons have been moved

Fixes

Fix 13490: Lineage analysis incorrectly displays SSAS server name instead of

user supplied alias

Fix 13921: DOC xPress consumes large amounts of memory scanning repeated

variable assignments

Fix 13932: Dependency Scanner throws Object Reference Error when scanning

Tableau workbook

Fix 14031: Data Dictionary entries for SSAS Dimension Attributes do not appear

within documentation

Fix 14642: SSIS 2017 items do not display lineage within Lineage Analysis

Fix 15201: SSIS Provider throws "Could not parse the selector text error at line

1, column 16" syntax error when validating an SSIS Catalog

Version 2017.3.3 [August 7, 2017]

New Features

New 6863: Re-engineered lineage storage engine for higher performance

Lineage information is now pre-computed as part of the snapshot phase

Lineage now loads instantly and uses less RAM

New 11018: Updated DOCxPress documentation to accurately reflect required

permissions for full SQL Server snapshots to be extracted

Updated DOCxPress documentation to accurately reflect required

permissions for full SQL Server snapshots to be extracted. 

New 11183: Added support for SSAS 2017

New 11679: Added support for SQL Server 2017

New 12012: Lineage Analysis now groups text files under a parent node



New 2846: Licensing now works within environments that use FIPS compliant

algorithms for encryption

Updated Features

Update 12402: SSIS Providers now captures collection enumerated expressions

within ForEach loops

Update 11978: License activator now includes a "Copy Details to Clipboard"

button

Fixes

Fix 11600: When Lineage Analysis search is cancelled the current selection is

lost

Fix 11601: Lineage Analysis search results are not colored correctly

Fix 12011: The ISPAC file path is not displayed when editing an SSIS solution

item within the UI

Fix 12015: Lineage traces are including duplicate information

Fix 12491: DOC xPress consumes large amounts of memory during scanning of

certain stored procedures

Fix 12505: Dependency Directions are ignored when node is Extended

Fix 12533: Error during snapshot / denormalization: 'The file is too long' on very

large solutions.

Fix 12403: Denied Access to registry key "HKEY_CURRENT_USER"

Version 2017.2.3 [May 1, 2017]

Updated Features

Update 8244: SQL Server Provider can now snapshot an Availability Group's

secondary databases when they are set to Read-intent only

Update 9254: Documentation now includes SSAS Tabular translations

Fixes



Fix 9229: Large data dictionary imports fail to process

Fix 9800: Timestamp in Snapshot Management History in UTC instead of local

time

Fix 9801: Solutions do not load alphabetically

Fix 9824: When connecting to an HTTPS Report Server DOC xPress throws "The

provided URL scheme 'https' is invalid; expected 'http'. Parameter name: via"

error

Fix 9849: Lineage Analysis' High detail cannot be selected for large solutions

Fix 10277: Object types in SSIS may not be correctly recognized in foreign

language installations

Fix 10280: When scanning a Tableau view, DOC xPress throws a "Given key was

not present in the dictionary" error

Fix 10352: Lineage does not respect refinements when extending items

Fix 10353: Calculated measures missing from SSAS documentation in certain

circumstances

Fix 10974: SSIS provider does not find Microsoft.VisualStudio.Tools.Applications

when snapshotting an older version IS package under SSDT for Visual Studio

2015

Fix 11016: Global entry values in the data dictionary cannot be over-ridden

Fix 11083: An Object Reference Error sometimes occurs when switching from

grid view to list view

Fix 9839: Unable to install two versions of Workbench on the same machine.

Version 2017.1.3 [February 2, 2017]

New Features

New 8321: Textual view in lineage analysis can now be exported

Updated Features

Update 7835: Lineage Analysis now extracts dependencies for SQL Agent Job

Steps of type SSAS Command, SSAS Query, SSIS Package and T-SQL



Update 8342: SSAS 2016 Provider now supports Azure Analysis Services

In order for the SSAS 2016 provider to connect to Azure Analysis Services,

users will need to download and install the latest Microsoft Azure Analysis

Services Client Libraries 

Update 8739: Improved product version logging at start up

Update 7430: Help page now includes a button for each installed product that

launches local help documentation

Update 8755: Help documentation for System Requirements, Permissions and

Setup for BI xPress, DBA xPress, DOC xPress and LegiTest combined

Since BI xPress, DBA xPress, DOC xPress and LegiTest are all installed

within the same Workbench installer, including the system requirements,

permissions and setup for the other products within each individual help

documentation can help with setup 

Fixes

Fix 8306: Dependency analysis does not show references to JOIN columns

Fix 8708: Lineage Analysis doesn't display for Task Factory's Advanced Derived

Column, Advanced Aggregator, Advanced Conditional Split, Dimension Merge,

Filter Rows and Unpack Transform

Fix 8710: SSIS Packages located in a subfolder are not being included

Fix 8780: Snapshot Filtering for SSIS packages stored within SQL Server does

not work correctly

Fix 9160: Dependency scanner throws "Object Reference" error when scanning

SQL Stored Procedures that executes a function assigned to a variable

Fix 9251: Stability issues when taking a snapshot containing SSAS Tabular 2016

(compatibility level 1200) databases that use translations

Fix 9802: Links are not being shown in textual mode lineage

Fix 9142: The license expiration date does not appear in the License Manager

2016



Version 2016.4.5 [October 25, 2016]

New Features

New 1911: Added permission requirements for snapshotting the SSIS Catalog to

the documentation

New 1933: Tableau Provider now includes Lineage Analysis for SQL Server Data

Sources

New 6247: Snapshot Timestamp does not update when no changes detected

Updated the history to show all snapshots without regard to whether the

snapshot had any changes or not.

If no changes are detected, the view will show "All items up-to-date".

Otherwise it will show the items that were updated in the solution.

Updated Features

Update 7320: Tableau Provider now downloads and extracts additional

information from Worksheets and Datasources

Update 7829: Tableau Provider now supports Tableau Server 10.0 and Rest API

Versions 2.3, 2.2 and 2.1

Fixes

Fix 6207: DOC xPress no longer issues an error when trying to add an SSIS item

in some scenarios.

Fix 6230: Calculated measures missing from SSAS documentation

Fix 7335: Out of Memory errors when generating documentation

Fix 6666: Licensing is now more robust and should not issue an error during

installation.

Fix 6009: Pragmatic Works' Error Reporting is unable to send error

Fix 6788: Upgrade older version of Workbench to latest does not install DOC

xPress

Version 2016.3.7 [August 1, 2016]



New Features

New 3385: SSRS Provider now detects shared datasets and data sources located

outside initial scan path.

The SSRS Provider now attempts to include missing datasets and sources

referenced by reports. This feature is only compatible when documenting

either a Native or SharePoint Report Server.

New 1478: Workbench now supports high DPI scaling on High Density displays

as well as non-default DPI settings

Fixes

Fix 4683: SSIS Provider does not prompt for password to packages deployed to

SQL Server with EncryptSensitiveWithPassword

Fix 4750: Databases with a "." in the name are now visible in CHM table of

contents

Fix 5010: Lineage Analysis not showing relationships for stored procedures

Fix 6272: Validation now respects filters set on SSIS items

Fix 4261: When filters are enabled at launch in High DPI Scaling, the non-filtered

plugins won't scale accordingly

Version 2016.2.4.504 [May 4, 2016]

New Features

New 4362: Rebuild SQL Provider against new SQL 2016 Assemblies

New 4363: Create SSIS Provider for SSIS 2016

Fixes

Fix 4037: DOC xPress Trial/Softsecure Error

New Features Other

New 3688: Change chocolatey package ids to those without hyphens

New 4118: License Activator available with Product Install



New 4167: Update help doc to indicate which components are 2012 and up

New 4293: Integrate the Command Line License Acivator and the License

Manager into Workbench, Workbench Server, and Task Factory

Fixes

Fix 4094: SF #90816 - Snapshot Filtering on SQL Server source in IS provider

Fix 4264: Notification Engine won't send notifications in a parallel manner

although they are received via concurrent connections.

Fixes Workbench

Fix 4307: Workbench triggers an /exportlzma and /importlzma notification

when opening SSIS packages in (2008) BIDS

Version 2016.1.7.131 [January 31, 2016]

Updated Features

Update Generating Documentation

(DOC-VSO-3132): Projects and ISPACs set to "Encrypt All With Password"

can now be be added to a solution for documentation

(DOC-VSO-2242): Updated a documentation's table of contents to better

reflect its layout within DOC xPress

Fixes

Fix Generating Documentation

(DOC-VSO-3869): Resolve issue when generating documentation for a

solution that contains leading or trailing white spaces within solution name

(DOC-VSO-3335): Resolve stability issues when generating documentation

with graph dependencies

(DOC-VSO-2242): Update SQL Server template to include missing declare

selectors

Fix SSIS Provider



(DOC-VSO-3737): SSIS Tasks are now correctly being added to lineage

instead of being shown as an implicit item

(DOC-VSO-3210): SSIS Component names are now being extracted more

accurately

(DOC-VSO-2978): If an SSAS Cube and Data Source View share the same

name, the cube will now correctly be included within Lineage Analysis

2015

Version 2015.3.7 [November 5, 2015]

Fixes

Fix Data Dictionary

(DOC-TFS-3109): Fix issue where Rearranging column headers would not

rearrange the data as well

Fix Generating Documentation

(DOC-TFS-2979): SQL Server templates now correctly produce output

regardless of filter scenario being used

Version 2015.2.5 [September 14, 2015]

Updated Features

Update Workbench

Update installer to be compatible with Windows 10

Fixes

Fix Generating Documentation

(DOC-TFS-2932): Fix issue where some templates were not being installed

when DBA xPress was being excluded from installation

Version 2015.2 [September 3, 2015]



New Features

New Tableau Provider

Include ability to snapshot and document Tableau Servers

Updated Features

Update General Usability

Update the "Create Metabase" to automatically focus the server

connection string textbox

Update Generating Documentation

(DOC-TFS-11136): Include MDX Script descriptions to SSAS templates

(DOC-TFS-11160): Updated templates to allow easier navigation when

using HTML documentation

(DOC-TFS-11261): Updated SSRS Documentation for reports located on the

File System

Update Lineage Analysis

(DOC-TFS-10459 & 10709): Improve performance for large solutions

Replaced pop-up with less invasive notification when attempting to

extend an item that cannot be extended

Update Snapshot Comparison

(DOC-TFS-10712): Allowed text comparisons to ignore trailing and leading

white space

Update SSRS Provider

Updated the extractions and documentation of embedded images

Fixes

Fix Create Snapshot

(DOC-TFS-10732): Update SSIS Filters to properly display packages when in

Folder mode

(DOC-TFS-10732): Resolve errors that occur during dependency scanning

(DOC-TFS-10760): Better handle dependency scanning of Shared Datasets

that reference non-existant Shared Data Sources



(DOC-TFS-11257): Better handle parsing of selector text for SSIS Packages

Fix Generating Documentation

(DOC-TFS-6545): Correct issue when generating control and data flow

images for packages containing groups with particular configurations

Ensure documentation templates do not accidently create indefinate loops

Fix Lineage Analysis

(DOC-TFS-10713): Navigation tree now automatically expands to currently

selected item when detail level changes

(DOC-TFS-10848): Update lineage handling of SQL Synonyms for child

objects

Resolve issue where the Zoom Preview does not always show an accurate

point of view

Version 2.9.0.505 [May 5, 2015]

Updated Features

Update Generating Documentation

(DOC-TFS-9853): Updated Templates to include new Task Factory

components.

Update Lineage Analysis

(DOC-TFS-9082): SSRS Items within Lineage Analysis are now organized in a

more logical manner.

Update SSRS Provider

(DOC-TFS-10177): Include folder example for Native Web Service.

Fixes

Fix Generating Documentation

(DOC-TFS-10317): DOC xPress will now gracefully skip objects that no

longer exist within the currently set snapshot.

Fix SSIS Provider

(DOC-TFS-9825): Packages with a protection level set to Encrypt Sensitive



with Password that are deployed to a SQL Server or Package Store will

now prompt the user for a password.

Fix SSRS Provider

(DOC-TFS-10177): SSRS Provider now better handles data sources with

empty connection strings.

Version 2.8.2.114 [January 14, 2015]

Updated Features

Update Generating Documentation

(DOC-TFS-5508): Updated Template icons to include icons for most

important SQL Server objects

(DOC-TFS-8469): Update help documentation to include a more detailed

customizing documentation section 

(DOC-TFS-8916): Updated SSISExecuteSQL.template to include connection

manager information

Fixes

Fix Generate Documentation

(DOC-TFS-9004): Update SSASDatabase.template file to more display the

correct estimated database size.

Fix SQL Provider

(DOC-TFS-8768): Dependency Scanner handles string literal parameters to

functions better

Fix SSIS Provider

(DOC-TFS-9033): SSIS Catalog is now treated as a valid source within SSIS

2014

Fix SSRS Provider

(DOC-TFS-8777): Dependency Scanner handles Embedded Data sources

with empty connection string better

Fix Lineage Analysis



(DOC-TFS-8904): Resolve graphical overlay issues within Lineage Analysis

search box

(DOC-TFS-8776): Lineage SSIS components using the data access mode

"SQL Command" will now correctly produced lineage

2014

Version 2.7 [September 29, 2014]

New Features

New Metadata viewer

View metadata for any object

View metadata trees or sub-trees from the solution window or snapshot

management

View the metadata sub-tree for any item within lineage

Updated Features

Update Generating Documentation

Include indicator to show when items in layout do not have an associated

structure map

Include structure maps for StoredProcedureCollection and

StoredProcedure

Update Lineage Analysis

Ability to extend individual objects in the graph view

Ability to hide individual objects in the graph view

Added more descriptive link text for key references

Trace mode results now limited and switched to breadth-first search to

show shortest links first

Trace mode can now scan for key references in both directions to scan key

relationships between tables

Long running traces can be cancelled



Item icons shown in color based on the technology

Ability to view all collapsed items when folding by technology

Added ability to enable/disable auto-refresh of lineage when clicking on

objects

Added icon next to inferred items

Added key relationships between tables within SSAS Tabular lineage

Update Manage Aliases

Clearer titles for the parts within the alias dialog to show that both are

part of a link target

Modified "Target technology type" so that "None" is now called "All" to

better clarify that it targets all technologies

Aliases are now applied even if no real targets are found

Update Snapshot Comparison

Include ability to copy snapshot comparison starting point from left to

right

Fixes

Fix Create Snapshot

(DOC-TFS-8582): Manually editing SSRS Report

Parameters/(Embedded/Shared) Data Sources are not updated within

Carbon Tree

Fix Custom Metadata Import

(DOC-TFS-8558): Allow Custom Metadata Import to operate without

specifying all files

Fix Data Dictionary

(DOC-TFS-8321): Data Dictionary analysis mode carries over previous

item's totals

Fix Generating Documentation

(DOC-TFS-7845): Wrap Content File and Index File paths in double quotes

within the project.hhp file



(DOC-TFS-8667): Fix Tabular Templates to include Command Scripts when

database is in CompatibilityLevel 1100

(DOC-TFS-8431): Fix StructureMap.Sql.Server.xml issue when filtering

Server Information from snapshot

Fix Lineage Analysis

(DOC-TFS-7766): Lineage for SSIS 2014 not being generated

Version 2.5 [July 10, 2014]

New Features

New  Excel Provider

(DOC-TFS-7147): Enable support for Excel as a metadata source

New  Lineage Analysis

(DOC-TFS-7009): Include lineage analysis for SSAS Multi-Dimensional and

Tabular Hierarchies

(DOC-TFS-7242): Support for database level lineage from SSRS reports to

SSAS sources.

New  Snapshot Compare

(DOC-TFS-5492): Ability to change starting points in snapshot comparison /

BI Compare.

(DOC-TFS-5492): Ability to generate change documentation from snapshot

compare / BI Compare.

New  SQL 2014 Support

Updated Features

Update Create Snapshot

(DOC-TFS-7301): Enhanced performance for filtering and validation in

SSIS/SSRS providers

Update Generate Documentation

(DOC-TFS-7171): SSIS Package Description properties are now properly

being generated within documentation



(DOC-TFS-6982): Better formatting of XML in document output.

(DOC-TFS-5511): Custom Templates for Task Factory Components included

Update Lineage Analysis

(DOC-TFS-7450): Update "Selected" object item to better describe which

technology currently selected item belongs to

(DOC-TFS-6840): Better organization of lineage information for Tabular

SSAS.

Update General Usability

(DOC-TFS-7437): Update DOCxPress.exe to include DOC xPress icon

(DOC-TFS-7080): Add provider usage to feature reporting

(DOC-TFS-6325): Allow the renaming of Solutions

Fixes

Fix Generate Documentation

(DOC-TFS-7401): SSRS Folders are now properly including folders that

contain Reports, but do not contain Shared Datasets or Data Sources

Fix SQL Provider

(DOC-TFS-7180): SSIS no longer gives a validation error on project-level

files when selecting a folder.

(DOC-TFS-7013 & 7188): SQL Server provider now respects selected

credentials.

Fix SSRS Provider

(DOC-TFS-7609): SSRS provider now more reliably connects to SSL URLs.

(DOC-TFS-7105 & 7240): SSRS provider skips folders for which the user

does not have permission, and continues after errors.

Version 2.1 [April 2, 2014]

Updated Features

Update Lineage binary storage format updated for better load performance.

Update New documentation templates for documenting Task Factory



components within SSIS packages.

Update Performance improved when filtering SSIS sources.

Fixes

Fix (DOC-TFS-6785): Documentation can throw exceptions under X86

Fix (DOC-TFS-6627): Documentation can fail for object names that contain

regular expression escapes in SSIS Expressions

Fix (DOC-TFS-6598): Lineage Analysis does not respect "Inbound/Outbound

Only" filter when dependency levels are greater than 1

Fix (DOC-TFS-6583): Derived Column Template does not display the expressions

for 'replace existing columns'

Fix (DOC-TFS-6456): Euro Symbol being replaced when documented in CHM

Fix (DOC-TFS-6727): ObjectPathResolver.GetEncapsulatedObjectName and

parsing do not correctly handle new lines

Fix (DOC-TFS-6679): System.OutOfMemoryException thrown when validating

large number of packages from Package Store

Fix (DOC-TFS-6637): SSIS 2008 provider not extracting Script Components

SourceCode properly

Fix (DOC-TFS-6586): Informatica provider says user name required in integrated

auth mode

Fix (DOC-TFS-6458): Provide details on which Package causes Validation Error

Fix (DOC-TFS-5864): Extend time-out on SQL Server provider to allow reading of

large databases

Fix (DOC-TFS-6821): GDI+ Error when writing documentation to SharePoint site

folder

Fix (DOC-TFS-6467): Informatica provider doesn't present options correctly in

legacy configuration UIs

Fix (DOC-TFS-6452): SQL dependency scanning does not track SELECT ... INTO

for permanent tables

Fix (DOC-TFS-6391): Lineage Analysis takes exceptionally long time to load

when folding by 3 or more technology types



Fix (DOC-TFS-6353): Path and Object Selector Suggestions do not correctly

encapsulate Paths that require surrounding quotes

Version 2.0 [January 21, 2014]

New Features

New Data Dictionary          

The Data Dictionary in Doc xPress gives users the ability to add extra

information throughout the documentation that would be useful to

business users.

New Oracle Documentation         

Doc xPress provides in-depth documentation for Oracle databases.

New Hive Documentation         

Generate your documentation in CHM format for ease of distribution

New Custom Metadata Import         

Doc xPress gathers data using providers. If there is no existing provider for

a source, then users can import metadata files. This is useful when there is

a need to incorporate data about unsupported platforms such as Access or

DB2.

Updated Features

Update Lineage and Impact enhancements         

Trace mode (find all paths between two selected endpoints)

Ability to show dependencies as a list

Add popup when double clicking on links

Ability to use text search

Textual lineage output in documentation

Add ability to identify common root of collapsed nodes

Update Documentation enhancements         

Improved output for SQL, SSIS and SSRS - documentation now much more

user friendly and accessible



Dependency scanning for SSAS

Dependency direction limiting - view only inbound or outbound references

Link type limiting - view only data references or schema/object references

Ability to create aliases - resolve differences in server names for more

complete analysis

Selection of five graph layout algorithms

Breadcrumb trail added to HTML type outputs

Update UI usability enhancements for carbon readers

Update Ability to control template output structure using flags

Update Add Template Support for Tabular Models

Update Enhanced messaging for 'Provider not found' errors in snapshot

Update SSIS non compatible package error thrown during Validation should

provide option to ignore

Update Provide more information when Rendering Documentation within the

Activity Montitor

Update UI usability enhancements for carbon readers

Update Add roles to DOC xPress metabase to allow easier enforcing of

permissions

Update Implement startup context handling for snapshot files to open in

snapshot management

Update If item is successfully added to solution, but password changes between

original addition and the time a snapshot is run, ask the user to update the

password.

Update Display the creation script

Update Enable DOC xPress to update a completely blank database

Update Population of SQL and SSAS filter window speed improvements

Fixes

Fix (DOC-TFS-5193): RS Dependency scanning does not correctly create links to

EXEC sources



Fix (DOC-TFS-5288): Link targets require string encapsulation in templates

Fix (DOC-TFS-5468): Snapshot stalls on stored procedure dependency

Fix (DOC-TFS-5468): Connection managers with expressions for connection

string throws error.

Fix (DOC-TFS-5567): '[num]' is not a valid value for 'Value1' error while

attempting to snapshot SSIS with .sln or .dtproj files.

Fix (DOC-TFS-2652): ResultSetType property shows int value rather than full

string.

Fix (DOC-TFS-5201): Taking Snapshot of SSRS from command prompt fails

Fix (DOC-TFS-5514): Provider Cache isn't being updated.

Fix (DOC-TFS-5569): "The HTTP Request is Unauthorized for scheme 'Ntlm'"

when attempting to add RS web directory to solution

Fix (DOC-TFS-5589): Some carbon objects can cause invalid file names to be

generated while generating documents

Fix (DOC-TFS-5614): Variables at different scopes throw "duplicate

object/invalid tree" errors in snapshot

Fix (DOC-TFS-5699): "Sequence contains no elements" for SSIS package during

snapshot

Fix (DOC-TFS-5460): User selects folder for package(s) within package store,

reader attempts to read disk folder.

Fix (DOC-TFS-5828): SSIS Object Lineage tree is incorrect when user selects

packages from parent node rather than individual packages.

Fix (DOC-TFS-5830): Object reference exception when documenting certain

procedures.

Fix (DOC-TFS-5829): Lineage isn't displayed properly for INSERT -> SELECT ->

MERGE nesting

Fix (DOC-TFS-5865): A generic error occurred in GDI+.

Fix (DOC-TFS-5896): Allow the extraction of Query Parameters that are not

uniquely named

Fix (DOC-TFS-5863): Foreign characters diagram annotations are not being read



correctly

Fix (DOC-TFS-5864): Extend timeout on SQL Server provider to allow reading of

large databases.

Fix (DOC-TFS-6074): Lineage Analysis "Save Image" always saves as *.PNG

regardless of format selected

Fix (DOC-TFS-6086): "0xC0011008 Error laoding from XML" Error when

documenting certain SSIS Packages

Fix (DOC-TFS-5225): SSAS Provider extraction of Annotations returns only the

DataType instead of the actual Value

Fix (DOC-TFS-5640): A generic GDI+ error occurs every time when retriving

object tree that contains duplicate objects

Fix (DOC-TFS-5777): SSIS Provider not identifying some object types correctly

Fix (DOC-TFS-5937): Aborting documentation rendering doesn't release control

of all files

Fix (DOC-TFS-6010): Named inner object data can cause duplicate object names

Fix (DOC-TFS-6035): DOC xPress crashes if set to a Templating Folder that no

longer exists

2013

Version 1.7 [October 2, 2013]

New Features

New Snapshot Management     

Snapshot Management enables you to take control of your DOC xPress

metabase, giving the ability to import and export solutions or selected

individual items. The ability to purge history from the metabase is also

provided

New Diagrams in documentation     

Include impact, lineage, schema, package, data flow and event handler

diagrams in your documentation



New Filtering for snapshot providers      

Filtering for snapshot providers allows us to snapshot a source without

including it in its entirety. This allows, for example, a snapshot to contain a

single database from a SQL or SSAS Server or specific tables to be easily

excluded

New CHM output support     

Generate your documentation in CHM format for ease of distribution

New  Solution wizard

Updated Features

Update Lineage and Impact enhancements     

Dependency scanning for SSRS

Dependency scanning for SSAS

Dependency direction limiting - view only inbound or outbound references

Link type limiting - view only data references or schema/object references

Ability to create aliases - resolve differences in server names for more

complete analysis

Selection of five graph layout algorithms

Update Documentation enhancements     

Improved output for SQL, SSIS and SSRS - documentation now much more

user friendly and accessible

Dependency scanning for SSAS

Dependency direction limiting - view only inbound or outbound references

Link type limiting - view only data references or schema/object references

Ability to create aliases - resolve differences in server names for more

complete analysis

Selection of five graph layout algorithms

Breadcrumb trail added to HTML type outputs

Update Enhanced generate documentation dialogue

Update Added ability to snapshot SSIS solutions, projects, folders & catalogs

Update Configurable colors and adorners in lineage view for accessibility



Update Legend extended to include link type icons

Fixes

Fix (DOC-TFS-4574): Path Selectors does not allow navigating to Parents of

Parents

Fix (DOC-TFS-4466): SQL 2005 machine fails when adding solution items,

Crashes workbench.

Fix (DOC-TFS-4481): Issue with $action in OUTPUT clauses

Fix (DOC-TFS-4482): SQL Server scanner creates duplicate carbon object names

when using shared schedules

Fix (DOC-TFS-4774): KeyNotFoundException during SSIS package scanning

Fix (DOC-TFS-4740): On metabase creation, password is not encrypted in

connection string

Fix (DOC-TFS-4728): IS Catalog selection wizard does not appear

Fix (DOC-TFS-5066): Drop node after another node, doesn't move

Fix (DOC-TFS-5143): Activity monitor closes on error rather than displaying

message

Version 1.3 [July 16, 2013]

New Features

New New Object Lineage         

The new Object Lineage feature in Doc xPress enables users to explore

where the data in their environment comes from. It shows the lineage in a

clear, diagrammatic, and interactive form that saves users many hours of

searching through sources to packages, procedures, queries, reports,

cubes, views and more.

New New Impact Analysis         

The new Impact Analysis feature answers the question "What will be

affected if I change this element in my environment?" This feature enables



users to explore where the data in their environment goes. It displays this

information in a clear, concise, and interactive format that allows users to

quickly and easily view the dependencies to multiple levels and filter on

technologies.

New New Snapshot Comparison         

Users are now able to compare two snapshots of the same solution or

different solutions to see changes to the objects that occurred between

specific points in time. The user can view all objects in the solution, and

filter based on their equality, inequality, and whether they exist only on

one side or the other.

Updated Features

Update (DOC-TFS-1942): In previous products, the relationships between

objects of different types were not always correctly read. This release ensures

that all dependencies for SSIS and SQL Server database objects are documented

and displayed properly.

Update (DOC-TFS-2211):  Users are now able to document sub reports in their

SSRS environments, both from the file system as well as from reports stored on

a web service. The sub report documentation includes detailed information

about its structure and properties as well.


